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**Ramon Ferrer-i-Cancho**
Hubiness, length and crossings in syntactic dependencies 1-21

**Abstract.** Here tree dependency structures are studied from three different perspectives: their degree variance (hubiness), the mean dependency length and the number of dependency crossings. Bounds that reveal pairwise dependencies among these three metrics are derived. Hubiness (the variance of degrees) plays a central role: the mean dependency length is bounded below by hubiness while the number of crossings is bounded above by hubiness. Our findings suggest that the online memory cost of a sentence might be determined not just by the ordering of words but also by the hubiness of the underlying structure. The $2^{nd}$ moment of degree plays a crucial role that is reminiscent of its role in large complex networks.

**Karl-Heinz Best**
Zur Verslänge im Altisländischen 22-29

**Abstract.** In this contribution the distribution of word numbers in poetic texts in the Old Icelandic Edda is tested. The displaced binomial distribution seems to be the best model. But there are five cases in which the empirical findings deviate from this model. Four times other models could be fitted successfully.

**Róisín Knight**
Laws governing rank frequency and stratification in English texts 30-42

**Abstract.** There are several laws that attempt to capture the regularities that seem to exist in the frequency structure of texts, by expressing the relationship between frequency and rank of words in a text. Within this field of research it has been found that stratification exists on many different levels, and the hypothesis proposed by Popescu, Altmann and Köhler (2010) allows for this to be explored further. This paper will use the method suggested by Popescu, Čech and Altmann (2011), to consider the presence of stratification in a new data set of English texts. Due to the fact that the study of this topic is a relatively new pursuit within linguistics, there is much confusion surrounding the question of what specific linguistic factors cause stratification. This paper attempts to answer this question, and tests Popescu, Maćutek and Altmann’s (2009) theory that the number of strata in a text relates to the number of actors. However the results show that none of the texts studied, either containing a single actor or multiple actors, were found to be monostratal. Therefore the cause of stratification in texts is currently unknown, and until the mathematical representations of strata are able to shed light on this their application is limited.

**Ioan-Iovitz Popescu, Peter Zörnig, Gabriel Altmann**
Arc length, vocabulary richness and text size 43-53

**Abstract.** The article describes the behaviour of arc length computed from the ranked frequencies of some text units and strives for constructing an indicator which is
independent of text size. Such an indicator may be used for text characterization, text comparison and classification, even for language comparisons.

**Peter Zörnig**
A continuous model for the distances between coextensive words in a text 54-68

**Olha Pavlyshenko**
The clustering of texts of English fiction in the vector space of semantic fields 69-84

**Abstract.** In this paper the lexical-semantic groups of verbs in texts of English fiction have been considered. It is shown that the frequency distribution of lexical-semantic groups of verbs in texts of English fiction makes it possible to characterize the lexical-semantic structure of author’s idiolect. The strongest characterization potential is concealed in the frequency distribution of lexical-semantic fields that are formed by the verbs. The area of high-frequency words contains the words of nominative, stylistically neutral type, and the area of author’s idiolect is located on the periphery of the lexical-semantic field. The constants of semantic distances that characterize the area of author’s idiolect in the structure of lexical-semantic fields do not depend on the quantity and quality of authors’ texts and represent the fundamental lexical-semantic regularities of author’s style.

**Gabriel Altmann, Ioan-Iovitz Popescu, Dan Zotta**
Stratification in texts 85-93

**Abstract.** Stratification in texts is a process analogous to those in nature and culture. Though one cannot identify the individual strata in every case, it is possible to show the rise of this phenomenon in mathematical terms and apply the resulting formulas to examples from textology and music. It allows also to study the evolution of a writer, text sort, language or music.
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**Martina Benešová, Dan Faltýnek**
Research activities at the Department of General Linguistics of the Philosophical Faculty of Palacký University in Olomouc, Czech Republic 94-96
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